
Length of Pull Adjustment
The correct length of pull for a shooter is when their head is approximately in the middle of the 

comb. To get that correct �t, you can either extend or shorten the adjustment screw of the butt plate. 
To extend or shorten the butt plate you must loosen the two screws on the side of the stock plate. To extend 

the LOP turn the butt plate in a counterclockwise direction until you obtain the correct length. To 
shorten the LOP, rotate the butt plate in a clockwise direction until you obtain the correct length of pull.

The LOP range of a SKB adjustable butt plate is 1 ¼” and can be extended a 1/2“ longer with an accessory 
extension insert. Standard stocks have a 14” to 15 ¼“ LOP and Youth stocks have a 13” to 14 ¼” LOP.

Adjusting CANT of Pad
After you obtain the correct length of pull, 
loosen up the butt-plate and mount the gun.
Place the butt pad in the muscle structure that 
creates the shoulder pocket when you raise 
your elbow. Once you get the butt pad 
located correctly in the pocket, rotate the 
barrel until the rib is �at. Then have someone 
tighten the screws on the butt plate.

Length of Pull (LOP)
is to short, head is too far forward on stock.

Length of Pull (LOP)
is correct, head is approximately center of
the stock.

Butt Pad
is Canted to �t into the shoulder pocket.
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Adjusting Comb of Stock
Mastering the skill of shotgun shooting requires the shooter see and lead a moving target. Our objective

is to �t the shotgun so that when it’s pointed at the target it will “shoot where they look”.

 When standing in front of the barrel and looking back at the shooter’s eye from the muzzle, we want to
see that the front bead and middle bead are in line with the pupil of their eye. If their eye is left of the

center line, we will move the comb to right of center. This will force the shooters cheek and eye back to
the center line of the barrel. In the case of the shooters eye being on the right side of the center line, we

would move the comb to the left to allow the eye to move to the center line of the barrel.

Eye is left of center line of barrel.

Adjust comb to left.

Eye is “in line” with center of barrel.

...adjusting comb

The horizontal adjustment of the comb, either left 
or right is done to align the shooters eye with the 
center line of the barrel.  To make these adjustments, 
loosen the two screws in the comb, and lift the comb 
upward o� the support posts. The posts are adjusted 
by loosening the screw in the top of the post and 
sliding them in the slot of the base plate.



The proper vertical positioning of the comb allows the shooter to comfortably rest their cheek on the 
comb to obtain proper eye alignment with the rib. To adjust the height of the comb, we remove the 

comb and slide washers on the post system. Adding height to the comb raises the point of 
impact of the pattern, 1/16” equals 2” at 30 yards.

Elevation of comb is too low. Elevation of comb adjusted for proper height.

Changing comb elevation with washer.

...adjusting comb cont.



Pad is too high in shoulder pocket. Pad is correctly positioned in shoulder pocket.

Butt plate adjustment

...adjusting the Butt Pad

Adjusting the Butt Pad 
The Combination of the height of the comb and the vertical location of the butt pad allows each 

shooter to individualize the �t of the stock to their unique physique. The face of the recoil pad needs 
to �t correctly in the shoulder pocket to reduce felt recoil and reduce shooter fatigue. Proper pad �t 

maximizes the amount of pad surface in contact with the shoulder. 

By removing the butt pad from the pad plate, 
we can adjust the position of the pad either
upward or downward by losing to 
adjustment screws. 
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